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It's Sunday morning, I'm on the sofa in my jim jams with Sunday Brunch on the TV and my 
dog snoring at the side of me as I browse social media, make some Canva images, tidy up my 
computer files and make notes on social media/blog ideas.
 
'But what about self care' I hear you cry, or 'What about work/life balance', or even 'Why 
would you want to work on a Sunday?'.
 
But the thing is, I ENJOY this! I love my work, I love finding new ways to help people and I love 
that the way I work means I can be creative.
 
We don't have to make it hard work - I love that I can choose to work curled up on the sofa 
because I'm in the mood to. I could just as easily decide on a Tuesday morning not to work, 
or even take a nap on a Wednesday afternoon!
 
There are downsides to being self employed, by OMG I am so loving the freedom it brings!
What do you love about being self employed?
 
COMMENTS:
 That I can take my mind to wherever. That I'm not told what to do, not confined to a box 

where my ideas just don't fit. That I can read about something which inspires me and use 
this in my work with passion

I agree with you Jane - sometimes self care looks like work but it isn't cause we enjoy it!

Was feeling the same this week when doing some counselling reading in the evening. I felt 
‘guilty’ but when I checked inside my inner child was loving it! I am reminded of the ‘art of 
therapy’ - it’s so creative !

The level of freedom being self employed brings...much like you're describing Jane. There's 
probably more responsibility but because I'm in the drivers seat it doesn't feel something I 
HAVE to do, but rather choose to do 😊

Lost your mojo? Well here are a couple of discussions we had in the ‘Grow Your 
Private Practice’ Facebook group around the benefits of working for yourself. 
What would you add?
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Worked crazy hours last week so I could fit everything in this week ahead. Being able to 
enjoy getting stuff done at times that suit is such a blessing. Had (NEEDED) a nap between 
clients on Friday 😂😂😂❤❤❤

Totally what you just said. Autonomy, freedom to choose, to a point, my working days, 
times, hours.

I used to think I needed a job alongside private practise but now I realise that I personally 
would feel slightly trapped under the extended policies and procedures this brings.

Firstly I adore being a therapist and secondly I have an entirely unlucrative quasi academic 
string to my bow. Writing from a jungian psych analytic point of view about Greek drama 
and films which is not a way of earning a living but feeds and cross feeds my 
psychotherapy work. 

Yep, got in last night from a day's CPD/training in London, buzzing...sat at my pooter til 
1am designing a Christmas card for a dear friend - some would call this work I call it 
interesting :)

My rules, my boundaries, my authority, my freedom! Also, my expression through my 
website, my social medias and my articles. 

I don’t need any hierarchy either. I’m happy to simply be me as part of the Counselling 
community and the collaboration with clients ❤  love your post Jane ❤ 

So being my own boss works for me but I think you need nerves of steel to really follow 
your bliss or a very rich partner !!!!

I represent me and what I believe in and I offer the best of who I am to whoever comes 
to see me because I am not limited by external policies (ethic is like kindness, I don't 
see most of ethic rules as limitations but as a safe frame both for the practitioners and 
the clients)

Flexibility - that I can plan to work when my daughter doesn't need me and if something 
goes wrong I could ( but have rarely needed to so far) cancel and rearrange. 
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Love being self employed. No manager breathing down my neck 'have you got such and 
such, see me at x time, report needs to be done yesterday'. Such freedom!!!!!

Definitely the flexibility. Love that when I'm not seeing clients I can work from home in my 
PJs if I want! And I don't miss the office politics!

The choices I have as to which clients I take on and which I don't. Definitely the flexibility 
too to fit around my health and family needs.

Setting my own hours so I can lie in every morning!

My hubby asking shall we go for coffee and cake? Yes please. The upsides far 
outweigh the downsides. Easy to sometimes forget but I have just reminded myself 
😀😀😀

February 1, 2018
 
Something I LOVE about being self employed - I can't remember when I last set my alarm! 
What about you, what do you like about it?
 
COMMENTS:

Getting to choose my projects

Choosing my working hours and the structure of my day, everyday! 😊

Not sitting in a traffic jam on the A1 every morning.

 I can choose the work I want to do when I want to do it!!!

Help my daughter to be ready for school

Working from home so no traffic to sit in except when going to my placement which will 
be finishing this year!! Being able to take a nap after an early start once I'm up to date 
with clients/notes etc. That I love my room, my space and I can meditate there 
whenever I want if I'm not working. 
 
Getting paid for what I do after nearly 9 years of volunteering. That I feel like I am 
growing and integrating all of the parts of myself even more. I love it.
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I only set my alarm early 3 times a month and thats for the care job. I have to do so too if i 
do extras but thats only one or two more early ones. I have managed to squirrel myself 
out of too many contracted earlies :) manager must like me lol!

Only reason I set my alarm for my self employment is to wake up to do admin from 10am 
and its at home in pjs some days - and its my choice which makes the whole world of 
difference!

Definitely workplace politics. I set my own targets (if any), do my own appraisals (have I 
done enough self care this month-no? book yourself a massage then) , where what the 
hell I like and tell myself off. Ace!!!

Being able to work in the best interests of my clients and not the way my ex-employer 
told me I had to

I like the flexibility of hours and the freedom it gives you

All of the above. I have no idea how I stuck at being employed now!

The flexibiliy around school hours so that my daughter sees me more

The freedom �

I can work three days a week and still earn more than enough to have a good life . Xxx

You never get dragged into the bosses office becoz you are the boss :)

It’s quite inspiring to know that going into private practice pays off. My alarm at the 
moment is on 7 days a week to incorporate working, gaining more counselling experience 
and volunteering. Positive note - hopefully all will pay off

Looking after me- I have chronic fatigue and it allows me to plan my energy spend for 
the day, between work, puppy and life

Much easier to arrange to be at home when the boiler service /BT engineer can only 
suggest morning or afternoon appointments....plus all of the above. It's great!!

Be there for my kids and Taylor my work around them! Also love the fact that when 
they’re poorly I can still pop to the cabin and see clients (they’re older kids) and I don’t 
have to ring and say I can’t get into work.😃�


